We examine the contributions of preneural mechanisms, i.e., the optics of the eye and the aperture, spacing, and efficiency of foveal cones, to poor spatial and chromatic vision in human neonates. We do so by comparing the performances of ideal observers incorporating the characteristics of the optics and the foveal cones of adults and neonates. Our analyses show that many, but not all, of the differences between neonatal and adult contrast sensitivities and grating acuities can be explained by age-related changes in these factors. The analyses also predict differing growth curves for vernier and grating acuities. Finally, we demonstrate that preneural mechanisms constrain chromatic discrimination in human neonates and that discrimination failures may reflect poor visual efficiency rather than immature chromatic mechanisms per se.
INTRODUCTION
Human neonates see poorly. Contrast sensitivity, grating acuity, and vernier acuity in the first month of life are all at least an order of magnitude worse than in adulthood. Chromatic discrimination is much reduced, too. One would think that such striking functional deficits would have obvious anatomical and physiological causes, yet the specific causes are still debated. In regard to spatial vision, several investigators have proposed that photoreceptor immaturities are the primary constraint,", 2 but others have emphasized immaturities among retinal neurons and the central nervous system. [3] [4] [5] In regard to chromatic vision, early deficits have been attributed to immaturities among chromatic mechanisms. 6 Here we examine the factors that limit spatial vision and chromatic vision in human neonates. Specifically, we evaluate the extent to which early visual deficits can be explained by information losses at the front end of the visual system. We conclude that many, but not all, of the spatial and chromatic deficits can be explained by optical and photoreceptor immaturities. Calculations of these front-end information losses allow us to estimate the magnitude and the character of postreceptoral losses. Such estimates should be useful in the construction of models of the development of postreceptoral mechanisms.
Our approach relies on ideal-observer theory. By definition, the performance of an ideal observer is optimal, given the physical and physiological constraints that are built in.
Ideal observers are useful tools in vision research because their performance provides a rigorous measure of the information available at chosen processing stages.7-'" For instance, the performance of an ideal observer with the optical and photoreceptor properties of an adult eye reveals the information available at the receptors for discriminating among various spatial and chromatic stimuli. Similarly, comparing the performance of two ideal observers with different optics and receptors reveals how differences in those properties affect discrimination information. In this sense, ideal-observer analyses permit an atheoretic assessment of constraints imposed by various stages of visual processing.
Here we derive an ideal observer with the optical and photoreceptor characteristics of the human newborn fovea. These characteristics now are understood well enough to minimize the number of necessary assumptions. The performance of this ideal observer is then computed for various spatial and chromatic tasks. It is the best possible for a visual system with the front end of the newborn system. Comparisons of the performances of newborn and adult ideal observers reveal the information lost by optical and photoreceptor immaturities across the life span. We show that many, but not all, of the deficits that human neonates exhibit in contrast sensitivity, grating acuity, vernier acuity, and chromatic discrimination can be attributed to information losses in the optics and the photoreceptors.
THE NEONATAL IDEAL OBSERVER
In this section we describe and justify the parameters built into the neonatal ideal observer. The existing quantitative data on photoreceptor development have rather large gaps in the age distribution, and so we limit our discussion mostly to newborns and adults.
A. Optics Also, as shown in Table 1 , we assumed pupil diameters of 2.2 and 3.3 mm for newborns and adults, respectively. Retinal illuminance is proportional to the eye's numerical aperture (the pupil diameter divided by the posterior focal length). The numerical apertures of newborn and adult eyes are similar because the age-related increases in pupil diameter and posterior nodal distance are similar. Consequently, the retinal illuminance associated with a given target luminance is probably similar in newborns and adults.'
Two elements affecting ocular media transmittance are known to change with age: the crystalline lens and macular pigments. In both cases, transmittance is higher in the young eye,' 9 ' 20 but the differences between newborn and adult eyes are small at all but short wavelengths. We assumed optical densities at 400 nm of 1.00 and 1.35 for the newborn and adult lenticular pigments and densities at 450 nm of 0.0 and 0.50 for newborn and adult macular pigments.
No measurements have been made (to our knowledge) of the OTF of the human neonatal eye, but it is likely that the optical quality of the newborn eye greatly exceeds the resolution performance of the system as a whole. 2 ' 2 3 We assumed therefore that the OTF of the newborn eye is similar to that of the adult eye. Specifically, we used the transfer function of Campbell and Gubisch 24 for a 3-mm adult pupil .and white light.
B. Photoreceptors
Several investigators have reported that the central retina is quite immature at birth.' 6 ' 20 ' 25 The fovea develops rapidly in the first year, but subtle morphological changes continue until at least 4 years of age. ' 6 Figure 1 displays the human 6 In the middle is the model cone used for the foveal slope of the neonate. Again, the inner segment is untapered. On the right is the cone used to represent mature central foveal cones.
outer segments are distinctly immature, too, being much shorter than their adult counterparts. We calculated the ability of the newborn's cones to capture light in the inner segment, to funnel it to the outer segment, and to produce an isomerization. We used geometric optics and a ray-trace program to estimate the effective collecting areas of newborn cones. 27 The cone shapes used to make these calculations are based on the measurements of Yuodelis and Hendrickson' 6 and are shown in Fig. 2. Separate analyses were conducted for cones in the central fovea and on the foveal slope (approximately 3 deg from the foveal center) because they differ morphologically. Refractive indices were set to values for a mature eye. We found that the waveguide of the inner segment cannot work properly. The reason is as follows. The inner segment is short and much broader than the outer segment, so that light rays approaching and reflecting off the inner segment wall at acute angles cannot reach the outer segment. This result held for cones in both the central fovea and on the foveal slope. Varying refractive indices and dimensions of inner and outer segments within reasonable limits did not alter the outcome.
If the funneling property of the inner segment does not work, the effective aperture of newborns' cones must be the outer segment itself. If the smaller size of the newborn eye is taken into account, the angular diameter of the effective collecting area, the outer segment, is approximately 0.35 arcmin. The dimensions required to compute this value are given in Table 1 . The effective aperture of adult foveal cones is, of course, the inner segment and is approximately 0.48 arcmin. We also calculated the average spacing of cones in the newborn and adult fovea from the data of Yuodelis and Hendrickson.' 6 We assumed that newborn and adult foveal cones are arranged in a regular hexagonal lattice. 2 8 Table 2 shows average cone spacings and associated Nyquist limits. The values for newborns differ by factors of 1.8 and 4.0 from those for the 15-month-old infants and the adults, respectively.
The intercone distances and effective collecting areas listed in Table 1 were used to construct the receptor lattices shown in Fig. 3 . The white bars represent 0.5 arcmin. The light gray areas represent the effective collecting areas, that is, the cone apertures. The effective collecting areas cover 65, 4 , and 2% of the retinal patches for the adult central fovea, the newborn foveal slope, and the newborn central fovea, respectively. We refer to these values as cone coverages in the remainder of the paper. Clearly, if the above assumptions are correct, the vast majority of incident quanta are not collected within newborn cone apertures.
foveola at birth and in adulthood. The diameter of the foveola (defined by the rod-free zone) decreases from roughly 5.4 deg at birth to 2.3 deg at maturity. 26 An individual cone is outlined for clarity in each panel. The outer segments of the cones are labeled OS. The inner segments are just below the outer segments. These beautiful micrographs illustrate the striking morphological differences between neonatal and adult cones. Neonatal inner segments are much broader and shorter and, in contrast to their mature counterparts, are not tapered from the external limiting membrane to the interface with the outer segment. The a Assuming a regular hexagonal lattice, the Nyquist limit in cycles per degree is 60/(0D), where D is the center-to-center distance (in minutes of arc). Light gray areas represent the inner segments; dark gray areas represent effective collecting areas. The effective collecting areas cover 65% of the adult central fovea but only 2% of the newborn central fovea.
The next factor that we considered is the efficiency of the outer segment. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , the lengths of newborn and adult outer segments differ substantially. In the central fovea, for instance, the ratio of adult to newborn outer segment lengths is approximately 16:1. We assumed that neonatal and adult outer segments differ only in their widths and lengths (that is, that the concentrations and extinction coefficients of photopigment are the same). The critical equations and relevant parameters are given in Table 3 . By our calculations, the 16:1 difference between adult and newborn outer segment lengths produces approximately a 10:1 difference in the number of isomerizations for a given number of incident quanta. The newborn outer segments are a bit longer on the foveal slope, so the corresponding ratio of adult to neonatal isomerizations is slightly lower for that part of the retina. These calculations imply that once quanta are delivered to outer segments, newborn cones are much less efficient than mature cones in producing isomerizations.
Taking into account the age-related changes in the factors listed in Table 1 , we estimate that the adult central foveal cone lattice absorbs 350 times more quanta than does the newborn central foveal lattice. Stated another way, if identical patches of light are presented to newborn and adult eyes, roughly 350 quanta are effectively absorbed in adult foveal cones for every quantum absorbed in newborn cones.
We built an ideal observer for the adult central fovea and two neonatal ideal observers, one for the foveal slope and one for the central fovea. The properties built into these observers are listed in Table 1 . All the ideal observers had three receptor types, short-, middle-, and long-wave-sensitive (SWS, MWS, and LWS, respectively) cones, with adult spectral sensitivities 2 9 in a ratio of 1:16:32.30,31 We used
Geisler's SDE software 8 to compute the performances of these observers for various spatial and chromatic tasks.
SPATIAL VISION A. Contrast Sensitivity
We begin our analysis by considering the contrast sensitivity function (CSF). Before discussing development, however, we briefly discuss how optics and photoreceptor efficiency affect contrast sensitivity in adults. Banks and colleagues 32 ' 33 calculated the contrast sensitivity of the adult ideal observer described in Table 1 . These calculations represent the highest contrast sensitivity that the human adult fovea could have, gien quantal fluctuations in the stimulus; adult optics; and the size, spacing, and efficiency of adult foveal cones. Banks and colleagues also included con- Spatial Frequency (cycles/deg) siderations of a postreceptoral factor: the functional summation area for gratings of different spatial frequencies.
34 Figure 4 displays the CSF of the ideal adult observer for sine-wave gratings of a constant numiber of cycles. 35 Different functions illustrate the contributions of various factors. The function labeled Quantal Fluctuations represents the performance of an ideal machine with no optical defocus and arbitrarily small and tightly packed photoreceptors. This function has a slope of -1, which means that contrast sensitivity is inversely proportional to patch width. The inverse proportionality is a manifestation of the square-root behavior of ideal machines.' 0 "'1 Because Banks et al. 3 2 considered gratings of a constant number of cycles, the target area (and hence the number of quanta in the patch) was inversely proportional to the spatial frequency squared. The function labeled Aperture and Quantal Fluctuations represents performance when the photoreceptors are given the dimensions of adult foveal cones; comparing it with the one above it reveals the contribution of the receptor aperture effect. Notice that the attenuation caused by the receptor aperture is small. The solid curves represent performance with all factors included; the difference between this function and the one above it represents the contribution of optical defocus. The other solid curves represent contrast sensitivities at various luminances. As expected for ideal machines, these functions follow square-root law: reducing luminance by a log unit produces a half-log-unit reduction in contrast sensitivity.
Banks et al. 3 2 found that contrast sensitivity values for real adult observers were substantially lower than those of the ideal observer. 36 However, the shapes of the ideal and real CSF's were quite similar from 5 to 40 cycles/deg. The similarity of shapes demonstrates that the high-frequency rolloff of the adult foveal CSF can be explained by the operation of optical and receptoral factors plus the summation area of postreceptor detection mechanisms. This observation implies in turn that neural efficiency is constant from 5 to 40 cycles/deg for adult foveal vision. Banks et al. 3 2 also found that the luminance dependence of intermediateand high-frequency sensitivities is similar in real and ideal adult observers, which means that adults exhibit squareroot behavior. These observations are important to our analysis of contrast sensitivity development: the fact that the sensitivities of real and ideal adult observers vary in the same way with changes in spatial frequency and luminance legitimizes comparisons of performances of ideal and real observers at different ages.
We now consider the development of contrast sensitivity. Frequency (cycles/deg) The differences between adult and neonatal sensitivities are due primarily to the reduced quantum capture of the neonate's cone lattice.
sensitivity is obviously quite low in newborns, peak sensitivity being substantially lower than that of adults, whether it is measured by preferential looking (FPL) To examine the extent to which the development of contrast sensitivity can be explained by optical and receptoral maturation, we computed the CSF's of the ideal neonatal and adult observers for fixed-cycle gratings. The idealobserver CSF's are shown in Fig. 6 . As in Fig. 4 , these functions reflect performance limitations imposed by quantal fluctuations in the stimulus; by ocular media transmittance; by optical transfer; and by the aperture, efficiency, and spacing of photoreceptors. Notice that ideal sensitivity is higher at the margin of the newborn's foveola than in the center because of the greater efficiency of the foveal slope cones (Tables 1 and 3 ).
The differences between ideal adult and ideal neonatal contrast sensitivities are substantial. For example, the ratio of adult sensitivity to neonatal central foveal sensitivity at 5 cycles/deg is approximately 19:1 (1.3 log units). The major cause of the lower sensitivity in the newborn is the smaller quantum capture of its cone lattice. The CSF's of the neonatal and adult ideal observers are similar in shape for two reasons. First, the major determinant of shape, for gratings of a constant number of cycles, is optical transfer, and we assumed that neonates have adultlike OTF's. Second, although the receptor aperture is smaller in the neonatal observers, its effect on shape is trivial.
Can these predicted differences in sensitivity explain the differences observed between real adult and real newborn performances? If the visual systems of newborns and adults were identical except for the observed differences in eye size and in cone characteristics, one would expect the neonatal CSF to be a shifted version of the adult CSF. To examine this possibility, we compared empirically determined adult and newborn CSF's. Figure 5 shows an adult CSF at 50 cd/ m 2 along with neonatal CSF's obtained at similar luminances with FPL and VEP. The vertical arrows indicate the amount of shifting that one would expect if the visual systems of adults and newborns were identical except for the optical and receptoral factors listed in Table 1 . The shifts are vertical because our analysis involves the computation of the difference between the best-possible newborn and adult contrast sensitivities, spatial frequency by spatial frequency. As mentioned above, the fact that ideal and real adult contrast sensitivities are affected in similar ways by changes in spatial frequency and luminance makes plausible the implicit assumption behind the vertical shifting. In keeping with this, the adult function was not shifted at frequencies below 3 cycles/deg because the CSF's of real and ideal adult Grating thresholds are expressed as the just-detectable stripe width in minutes. Thresholds in these experiments were measured by using the FPL procedure. High-contrast square-wave gratings were used for the grating experiments, and square-wave gratings with horizontal offsets were used for the vernier experiments. this were the case, the disparity between predicted and observed contrast sensitivities (the postreceptoral loss) would be greater than indicated in Fig. 5 . 44 We conclude, within the assumptions of our analysis, that much of the spatial contrast sensitivity deficit observed early in life can be accounted for by immaturities in the morphology of foveal cones. The major constraint is the poor quantum catching and isomerization of the newborn's foveal cone lattice. These factors are, however, insufficient to explain the entire developmental gap, so subsequent stages in the visual process must be examined to explain the remainder.
B. Vernier and Grating Acuities
Several empirical observations suggest that mature vernier and grating acuities are limited by different neural mechanisms. For example, vernier acuity is disrupted more than grating acuity by amblyopia, 45 and it dissipates more rapidly with retinal eccentricity. 46 ' 47 In fact, the eccentricity dependence of vernier thresholds correlates with the magnification of visual cortical modules, and that of grating thresholds correlates with the magnification of retinal ganglion cells. 46 In this section we examine optical and photoreceptor limitations on the growth of these two forms of acuity. Photoreceptor spacing is a major limit to foveal grating acuity in adults. Specifically, acuity is similar to the Nyquist sampling limit of the foveal cone lattice. 2 3 In regard to development, Jacobs and Blakemorel argued that the Nyquist limit of the newborn monkey's foveal lattice is low enough to explain its relatively poor grating acuity. A similar relationship was not observed in newborn human infants (see Table 2 and Fig. 5 ). Although newborn Nyquist limits are much lower than those of an adult, they are not nearly so low as the highest grating acuities of 2-4 cycles/deg observed early in life. Figure 7 summarizes the results of the two most widely cited experiments. Vernier thresholds improved more rapidly with age than did grating thresholds. In fact, vernier acuity was actually poorer than grating acuity at the age of 9 weeks in one study. Shimojo and Held argued that the dissimilar growth curves for vernier and grating acuities reflect differing maturation rates of the mechanisms underlying these capabilities: "Differences between vernier acuity and grating acuity may be a reliable measure of the development of the central visual system because the contributions of peripheral visual processing, attention, and the response required of the infant are common in the two tasks and thus would not contribute to the difference." (See Ref. 50 grating thresholds. These two results are manifestations of, on the one hand, the square-root relationship between the number of effective quanta and ideal vernier thresholds and, on the other hand, the roughly quarter-root relationship between quanta and ideal grating thresholds.
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I claim that vernier performance in adults correlates with the scale and the sensitivity of cortical modules and that grating performance correlates with the scale and the sensitivity of retinal neurons. In keeping with our theme, we examine the likely effects of immature optics and photoreception on early grating and vernier acuities.
As pointed out above, the major differences between the adult and neonate ideal observers are the superior light catching and spatial grain of the adult receptor mosaic, so an important question is how changes in efficiency might affect performance in different sorts of resolution tasks. Geisler 7 computed ideal-observer performance for two-dot separation and resolution tasks and found that separation acuity increased with the square root of efficiency and that resolution acuity increased with the quarter root of efficiency. The vernier and grating targets used in studies with infants are entirely different, however, so we calculated the performance of ideal observers with different efficiencies (one with that of the neonate, one with that of the adult, and so on) for typical stimuli. To this end, we used the stimuli of Shimojo and Held: high-contrast square waves for the grating acuity measurements and square waves with spatial offsets for the vernier acuity measurements. Details are given in the caption of Fig. 8 , which shows plots of vernier and grating acuities as functions of the proportion of incident quanta effectively absorbed. The proportions absorbed for newborns and adults are indicated by the arrows. Ideal vernier thresholds are proportional to the square root of the number of effective quantum absorptions. Ideal grating thresholds rise more slowly with the number of absorptions. Because receptor efficiency improves significantly with age, these findings suggest that the gap between grating and vernier acuities is expected to expand developmentally from consideration of preneural limitations alone. The vertical positions of the curves are dependent on the assumed functional summation area (see the caption to Fig. 8 ). By manipulating the assumed area, we can produce functions that cross, such as those of Shimojo and Held. We do not plot these functions, however, because they are dependent on untested assumptions of effective summation areas. Given the differing influences of quantum catch on ideal vernier and grating acuities, we next sought to determine whether real observers' acuities are affected in a similar fashion. To this end, we examined adults' vernier and grating acuities as functions of space-average luminance (see Fig. 9 ). There were no data in the literature on vernier acuity versus luminance for fixed contrast stimuli, so we made these measurements with the first author, an emmetropic adult, as the observer. The stimuli were identical to those used by Shimojo and Held 5 except that luminance was varied and the spatial frequency of the vernier grating was 6 cycles/deg. The observer viewed the targets monocularly with his natural pupil and best optical correction. A twointerval, forced-choice procedure was used. Target duration was 17 msec. (A short duration was needed in order to avoid apparatus limitations on the smallest displayable offset.) Thresholds were measured by varying the vernier offset according to the method of constant stimuli. Figure 9 displays the results. The grating acuities are from the adult data of Brown et al. 4 Notice that vernier thresholds followed square-root law and that grating thresholds exhibited a lesser dependence on luminance. The solid and dashed lines are the ideal observer's vernier and grating acuity thresholds, shifted vertically to fit the data. Clearly, real and ideal thresholds are affected similarly by changes in the number of quanta available for discrimination.
The luminance dependence of grating acuity has been examined in human infants, too. Allan at al (1987) . anything about differing maturation rates among postreceptoral mechanisms. The quantitative fit between ideal performance and real performance is uncertain at this point because of the lack of information about spatial summation areas in children of different ages. It is therefore premature to assess whether maturation among preneural factors alone is sufficient to explain the relative development of vernier and grating acuities.
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CHROMATIC VISION
Recent studies of the development of chromatic vision have sought to establish the youngest age at which infants can discriminate stimuli on the basis of hue alone and to characterize the nature of any observed color deficiencies. 6 Instead of reviewing all the recent work, we discuss only one set of experiments by Teller and colleagues. We have chosen these experiments for a combination of reasons. First, they are logically sound and elegantly conducted. Second, they involve young infants ranging from 4 to 12 weeks of age.
Finally, they included luminance discrimination measurements, the importance of which will be evident later in this paper.
Teller and colleagues wished to determine whether young infants can make hue discriminations when brightness cues are eliminated and whether their pattern of discriminations is consistent with color-defective, dichromatic vision or color-normal, trichromatic vision. Specifically, they examined neutral-point, 5 2 ' 53 Rayleigh, 5 4 ' 55 and tritan 5 6 discriminations. In each study, discrimination performance was assessed by using the FPL procedure. Most of the studies included luminance and chromatic discrimination measurements. In luminance measurements, the targets were luminance increments or decrements on an otherwise uniform field. In chromatic measurements, the test targets were various hues presented in a series of luminances spanning adult heterochromatic brightness matches. The stimulus conditions and ages tested are listed in Table 4 . Fig. 11 . Eight-week-old infants demonstrated that they can discriminate many, but not all, colors from white. They responded reliably to broadband red, orange, some greens, blue, and some purples. They did not, however, show that they could differentiate broadband yellow, yellow-green, one green, and some purples from white. Thus 8-week-old infants seemed to exhibit a neutral zone running from short wavelengths to yellow and green. Teller et al. 5 3 argued from these results that 8-week-old infants either have a tritan defect (tritanopia or tritanomalous trichromacy) 5 7 or are trichromats who fail to distinguish poorly saturated colors from white. Adams and Maurer 5 8 also used a neutral-point-like test to study chromatic development. They reported that newborn and 4-week old infants distinguish a variety of broadband lights from white, but their data were unconvincing because of methodological shortcomings. 5 8 Varner et al. 5 6 examined discriminations along a tritanopic confusion line. 5 5 also found a significant effect of target size. Twelveweek-old infants were able to make Rayleigh discriminations with 4-and 8-deg targets but not with 1-and 2-deg targets.
Teller and colleagues drew the following conclusions from these data. First, most infants are probably trichromatic by 12 , if not 8, weeks of age; that is, they probably have three functional cone types and the postreceptoral machinery required to preserve and compare their signals. Second, at 4 weeks of age, the majority of infants may be color defective because most fail to make both Rayleigh and tritan discriminations. Teller and co-workers argued that younger infants' discrimination failures may be due to the absence or immaturity of receptoral or postreceptoral channels.
In sum, there are still no rigorous demonstrations that the majority of neonates can make hue discriminations. The absence of such evidence is consistent with the hypothesis that human neonates are generally color deficient. In the same vein, the postnatal development of chromatic vision may hinge on the maturation of chromatic mechanisms (e.g., the differential functional emergence of another cone type or of opponent color mechanisms). There is, however, another possibility. Perhaps neonates have a full complement of cone types and the requisite neural machinery to preserve and compare their signals, but their overall visual efficiency is simply too poor to allow them to demonstrate their chromatic capabilities. Similarly, older infants may exhibit reliable chromatic discrimination because of increased visual efficiency. In keeping with the key assumptions, we call this the visual efficiency hypothesis. We define visual efficiency as the discrimination performance of a visual system limited by optical and photoreceptor properties (Tables 1 and 3) plus a general postreceptoral loss. This definition is elaborated below. The remainder of this section is devoted to evaluating the visual efficiency hypothesis. We do so by determining whether age-related changes in chromatic discrimination can be explained by an analysis of the informa- To introduce our approach, we first discuss luminance and chromatic discrimination in the mature visual system. Several investigators measured adults' luminance and chromatic CSF's. reflects reduced sensitivity among postreceptoral chromatic channels as opposed to luminance channels or whether it simply reflects reduced cone contrast 6 ' caused by the overlapping spectral sensitivities of different cone types.
To address this question, Geisler 8 computed the performance of an adult ideal observer for the conditions of Mullen's experiment. The observer had LWS, MWS, and SWS cones in a ratio of 32:16:1. Geisler's ideal observer used cone outputs only. Consequently, any differences between ideal luminance and chromatic CSF's must be caused by information loss at the level of effective quantum capture in the cones. Naturally, the contrast sensitivity of the ideal observer was much higher than the sensitivity of Mullen's observers, but the effects of spatial frequency and chromatic
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In the second stage of calculation, we manipulated the 63> magnitudes of the decrement and the increment while main-700 taining equiluminance (that is, the decrement/increment ratio yielding the highest threshold), in order to establish the ideal observer's chromatic discrimination threshold. This The ideal observer's luminance discrimination thresholds were much lower than those of Teller's infants. Furthermore, the neonate ideal observer was able to make all the chromatic discriminations when the contrast of the target (surround decrement/surround luminance ratio) was 1.0, as it was in Teller's experiments. Thus, as in the spatial tasks discussed in Section 3, the ideal observer exhibited notably better performance than did real neonates. In Section 3 we attribute this performance disparity to postreceptoral losses, which reflect in part the ideal observer's ability to sum information perfectly across space, which human infants and adults do not.
The visual efficiency hypothesis outlined earlier in this section states that young infants' inability to make chromatic discriminations is a manifestation of low visual efficiency in general rather than some deficit among chromatic mechanisms per se. For the purposes of this hypothesis, we define visual efficiency as the discrimination performance of a visual system limited by optical and photoreceptor properties (Tables 1 and 3 ) plus a general postreceptoral loss. We, of course, do not have an explicit measure of the postreceptoral loss, so Teller's empirically determined luminance discrimination thresholds are used. In this way, the efficiency hypothesis states that the ratio of infants' chromatic discrimination thresholds divided by their luminance discrimination thresholds should be similar to the ratio of the neonatal ideal observer's chromatic thresholds divided by its luminance thresholds. According to hypothesis, then, luminance and chromatic sensitivities should follow similar growth curves. Predictions of the visual efficiency hypothesis are obtained by multiplying the observed luminance discrimination thresholds (the Weber fractions measured by Teller and colleagues) by the ratio of the ideal chromatic threshold to the ideal luminance threshold. For an example, refer to The predictions varied with the colors of the target and surround, too, because the ratios of ideal chromatic threshold to ideal luminance threshold depended on the spectral composition of the stimuli. Thus some discriminations, such as that of yellow from white, are expected to be more difficult than others, such as blue from white.
The predicted Weber fractions for the neutral-point discrimination tasks 5 2 ' 5 3 are given in Table 4 . The visual efficiency hypothesis predicts discrimination failures for predicted Weber fractions greater than 1.0 and successes for smaller fractions. Figure 11 depicts the predictions and data in the format of the CIE chromaticity diagram. The data points represent the stimuli and the infants' performances. The dashed curve represents the predictions. Colors within the triangular area bounded by the dashed curve should, according to the hypothesis, be indiscriminable from white, and colors outside the area should be discriminated reliably. (The reader may recognize these as colorimetric purity discriminations.
'
72 ) The zone of theoretically indiscriminable stimuli is broad. As expected, it does not resemble confusion lines for any standard dichromatic observer because the infant ideal observer had three cone types. Seven of the eight colors that were discriminated reliably fall outside the area bounded by the dashed curve, so performance is predicted correctly in those cases. The three colors that were not discriminated fall inside the bounded area, so predictions are accurate in those cases, too. There were three colors that were discriminated by some infants and not by others. Two fall within the bounded area and The predictions for the Rayleigh discrimination experiments 54 ' 55 are also given in Table 4 and are illustrated in
Figs. 12 and 13. Consider the experiment of Packer et al. 5 5 first. The ratio of the ideal chromatic threshold to the ideal luminance threshold was 3.49 for all conditions. Hence the efficiency hypothesis predicts that chromatic discrimination thresholds should consistently be 3.49 times higher than luminance discrimination thresholds. We again multiplied empirical measurements of luminance discrimination thresholds by the ratio of the ideal chromatic threshold to the ideal luminance threshold to estimate the Weber fractions that, according to the hypothesis, would be needed for reliable discrimination. These fractions are listed in Table   4 and plotted in Fig. 12 . The dashed line represents chromatic contrasts of 1.0, the value presented by Packer et al. 5 5 All the fractions for 4-week-old infants are greater than 1.0, so the hypothesis predicts discrimination failures for all target sizes at that age. The data and predictions for 12-week-old infants are more complicated. The fractions are less than 1.0 for 4-and 8-deg targets, so for them the hypothesis predicts reliable discrimination. The fraction is slightly greater than unity for the 2-deg target, so a near miss is predicted. Finally, the fraction is well above unity for the smallest target, so a discrimination failure is predicted. The efficiency hypothesis therefore correctly predicts the results for all three conditions at 4 weeks and for all four conditions at 12 weeks.
The other Rayleigh discrimination experiment 5 4 did not include luminance discrimination measurements, so we adopted the luminance discrimination data of Packer et al. 5 5 (for 4-deg targets) because their conditions were similar. The 8-week value was assumed to be the average of the 4- We next examine the performance of the infant ideal observer in the conditions of the tritan discrimination experiment. 5 6 Interestingly, the ideal observer's chromatic performance near isoluminance actually exceeded its luminance performance; that is, the threshold Weber fraction of the Open symbols represent conditions in which infants did not reliably discriminate red from yellow (see Table 4 for stimulus details). Filled symbols represent conditions in which infants exhibited reliable discrimination, and half-filled symbols represent conditions in which some infants exhibited reliable discrimination and some did not. ideal observer was lower for discrimination of violet (416 nm) from green (547 nm) near isoluminance than for discrimination of a green decrement alone. This result was not dependent on the definition of isoluminance: the ideal Weber fraction was related monotonically to the proportion of violet light in the target. This behavior, which was not observed for any of the other color pairs that we examined, occurred because the ideal observer adopted a strategy in this chromatic task that was different from that used in the other tasks. The 547-nm surround stimulates MWS and LWS cones and not SWS cones. The 416-nm target, on the other hand, stimulates SWS cones quite favorably. In the luminance discrimination task, the ideal observer constructed a receptive field (a weighting function) that signaled the presence of the luminance decrement by detecting a decrease in the MWS and LWS cone inputs in the region of the target. SWS cones are not stimulated by a 547-nm surround, so their signals were not weighted in this decision. SWS cone signals were much more informative in the chromatic task, regardless of the relative luminance of the surround and test, because they are not driven by the surround. The ideal observer consequently adopted the optimal strategy of weighting SWS cone signals alone. Thus, whenever stimulation of SWS cones exceeded a rather low criterion, the ideal observer judged that the 416-nm target was present. This behavior suggests that information is in principle available at the photoreceptors of trichromatic observers to discriminate very-short-wavelength targets from longwavelength surrounds more easily than simple luminance decrements in such surrounds.
Color-normal adults actually exhibit similar behavior in calorimetric purity experiments. 71 Smith et al. 72 provided a clear example. They measured the ability of adults to discriminate a mixture of a white light and a spectral light from light from an equiluminant white light was approximately a log unit lower than the luminance discrimination threshold. The pattern of results in the infant tritan experiment was qualitatively different for the youngest infants. Four-weekold infants were less able to detect a short-wavelength target in a long-wavelength surround near isoluminance than when the short-wavelength target was dimmer than the surround. The behavior of 4-week-old infants therefore is quite different in this task from those of color-normal adults and ideal The results of the other experiments of Teller and coworkers are consistent with the hypothesis that neonates have a tritan defect but for trivial reasons. The only other discriminations tested at 4 weeks of age were Rayleigh discriminations that do not require information from SWS cones. We also wished to determine whether Varner's conclusion that SWS cones are functional at 8 weeks is consistent with other results. To this end, we built an infant ideal observer with MWS and LWS cones only. We recomputed for this observer the ratios of the chromatic threshold to the luminance threshold for the neutral-point studies. 52 5 3 As expected, the predictions for most chromatic discriminations changed little if at all. The only significant changes were the predictions for discriminating blue (B in Fig. 11 ), purplish-blue (PB), and purple (P1 and P2) from white. In each case, the efficiency hypothesis predicts that an observer 'with no SWS cones should find these discriminations more difficult. Figure 11 shows that 8-week-old infants failed in these discriminations anyway, so this reanalysis neither supports nor contradicts the hypothesis that SWS cones are functional by that age.
In summary, the predictions of the visual efficiency hypothesis are consistent with the pattern of Rayleigh and neutral-point discriminations observed by Teller and colleagues. The ideal observer used to evaluate this hypothesis has three functional cone types and uses optimal strategies to compare their outputs. Consequently, discrimination failures observed among the youngest infants and for small targets among the older infants do not necessarily imply deficiencies among chromatic mechanisms per se. Rather, the failures can be explained by an analysis of the information available at the photoreceptors of a trichromatic observer and changes in luminance discrimination capabilities alone. The predictions of the visual efficiency hypothesis are inconsistent with the tritan discrimination performance of 4-week-old infants. 56 We conclude therefore that young infants may in fact manifest some form of tritan defect.
DISCUSSION
In this section we compare our results with those of other investigators, relate our analyses and findings to the socalled dark glasses hypothesis, consider various hypotheses about the sources of the postreceptor loss, and discuss the sorts of visual tasks for which this sort of analysis is likely or unlikely to yield useful insights.
A. Comparisons with Wilson's Analysis
Wilson 2 concluded that immaturities among neonatal foveal cones are sufficient to explain the poor grating acuity of human newborns and the course of subsequent acuity development. In contrast, we concluded that front-end deficiencies alone account for only a fraction, albeit a large one, of the disparity between adult and newborn grating acuity. Our analyses differed in many ways despite the fact that we used the same anatomical data.
First, we estimated that 6-9% of quanta incident upon an outer segment in newborn central foveal cones are effectively absorbed (for an adult/newborn ratio of approximately 10) , and Wilson, using a different approach, estimated 12% (a ratio of 7). Our method, which is based on a direct application of Beer's law, 67 probably provides a better estimate of outer segment efficiency.
Second, Wilson's estimate of newborn Nyquist limits (13.8 cycles/deg) differed slightly from ours (15.1 cycles/deg) because he assumed a square lattice and we assumed a triangular (or hexagonal) lattice. 2 8 Third, Wilson's approach for linking photoreceptor properties to predicted performance was quite different from ours. He began with a quantitative model of spatiotemporal filters in the adult visual system 73 and then transformed the sensitivity and the spatial scale of these filters according to the traits of young foveal cones. Wilson considered two receptor properties and one neural property in transforming his filters: (1) changes in cone spacing were used to transform preferred spatial frequencies, (2) changes in cone density and outer segment efficiency were used to modify filter sensitivities, and (3) presumed changes in inhibitory connections among retinal and cortical neurons were used to transform filter bandwidths. Let us focus on the second assumption because it has rather large consequences. His means of adjusting mechanism sensitivities according to cone density and outer segment efficiency had quite different consequences from those of our adjustments to the adult ideal observer. In regard to cone density, Wilson transformed the spatial scale (the space constants) of each spatiotemporal filter by the ratio of adult cone spacing to infant cone spacing. He then divided the sensitivity parameter of his mechanisms by the square of the ratio of adult space constants to newborn space constants. The reasoning behind this manipulation is not given, but it reduces the amplitudes of the infant filters in the space domain by a factor of 22. (Note that this manipulation is not the same as the cone coverage factor that we discuss because Wilson did not compute the relative area of cone apertures.) The combination of large reductions in filter sensitivity and scale that is assumed by
Wilson produces a larger grating acuity loss than our analysis does.
In sum, much of the discrepancy in predictions stems from differing assumptions about how anatomical changes are likely to affect visual sensitivity. Wilson's approach is reasonable but makes many more assumptions than does ours.
B. Comparisons with the Analysis of Brown et al.
As we do for neonates, Brown et al. 4 rejected the hypothesis that the poor grating acuity of 2-month-old infants is explained by the reduced efficiency and sampling frequency of the foveal cone mosaic alone. To reach this conclusion, they used reasoning similar to ours in calculating age-related changes in numerical aperture, cone coverage, and inner and outer segment efficiencies. They concluded that the 2-month-old foveal cone lattice absorbs incident quanta at moderate photopic luminances at 1/14 to 1/55 the rate of the adult lattice. The corresponding figure for our neonatal lattice is much lower: 1/350. The discrepancy stems pri-, marily from differences in the estimates of outer segment efficiency. Using Beer's-law equations, 67 we calculated the efficiency for newborn cones, and Brown et al. calculated it for 2-month-old cones. Consequently, they used much longer outer segments, derived by interpolating between values for newborns and 15-month-old infants, 16 in their calculations. They also assumed a slightly lower specific axial density. A secondary cause of the discrepancy in our calculations involves their assumption of a larger pupil diameter.
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C. Dark Glasses Hypothesis
We argue that the most important, but not the only, limitation to early spatial vision and chromatic vision is the lower effective quantum catch of the foveal cone mosaic. The lower catch is, in a sense, similar to the effect of reducing the retinal illuminance of the stimulus by placing dark glasses in front of the eye. This is the dark glasses hypothesis, 7 4 - which, when adapted to development, states that the performances of infants and adults can be equated by increasing the light level presented to infants enough to overcome the attenuation of the theoretical glasses. According to this hypothesis, infant spatial and chromatic vision at a suitably bright light level should be similar to adult vision at a lower level. The dark glasses hypothesis is appealing for its simplicity, but it probably misrepresents the differences between neonatal and adult foveal cone lattices. To explain our reasoning, let us consider photoreceptor stimulation at two levels of analysis.
(1) Consider the total quantum catch at a given retinal illumination across the whole lattice. Because cone coverage and outer segment efficiency are much lower in neonates (Tables 1 and 3 ), the effective catch should be 1/350 that in adults. For tasks in which the total quantum catch across the lattice is a major limitation to performance, neonatal sensitivity should approach adult levels if the attenuating factors are overcome by increasing illumination 350-fold.
This observation is, of course, consistent with the dark glasses hypothesis.
(2) Now, consider the consequences of varying retinal illuminance at the level of individual cones. In particular, consider the illumination required to bleach a fixed proportion of photopigment (assuming, again, that newborn and adult outer segments are equivalent except in length). For outer segments with lengths of 3.1 and 50 Atm (Table 1) , specific axial densities of 0.011 (Table 3) , regeneration time constants of 120 sec, and photosensitivities of 3.5 X 106 Tdsec, the illuminance required to bleach half the photopigment would be 4.47 and 4.52 log trolands in newborns and adults, respectively. 75 Of course, the number of absorbed quanta across the receptor lattice would be much lower in neonates than in adults at these half-bleaching illuminances. Thus, despite the profound differences in the efficiencies of the two lattices, half-bleaching retinal illuminances should be similar in newborns and adults. Consider the consequences of this observation. At increasing light levels, a variety of adaptation mechanisms desensitize photoreceptors and retinal neurons in order to maintain discrimination capacity. The mechanisms include photopigment depletion and multiplicative and subtractive adjustments. In adults, photopigment depletion is a significant determinant of threshold at high luminances. 7 5 The similarity of halfbleaching constants across age implies that depletion would become significant at similar (but high) retinal illuminances in newborn and adult foveal cone lattices. This observation clearly runs counter to the dark glasses hypothesis. More importantly, if multiplicative and subtractive adaptive effects are related to the proportion of bleached photopigment, they too would start to affect performance at similar (and relatively low) retinal illuminances in newborns and adults, a circumstance that would also be inconsistent with the hypothesis.
In summary, the dark glasses hypothesis probably misrepresents the functional consequences of photoreceptor maturation once one considers the likely effects of adaptive changes in individual cones. Consequently, newborn performance in tasks limited by information at the photoreceptors may never achieve the adult levels observed at moderate luminances.
D. Contributors to the Postreceptor Loss
The performance of the neonatal ideal observer was much better than that of human neonates in all the tasks considered. This is hardly surprising given that human adult performance does not equal ideal performance in these same tasks. More interestingly, the gap between real and ideal newborn performance was always larger than the gap between real and ideal adult values. This means that neonates, although significantly limited by optical and receptoral deficiencies, use the information that is available at the photoreceptors less efficiently than adults do. What postreceptoral factors contribute to this additional developmental deficit? We consider some of the obvious candidates here.
(1) Before considering mechanistic explanations of the postreceptor loss, we should mention a methodological explanation: perhaps the sensitivity of the young visual system is actually better than we think, so that the postreceptoral loss is ascribed properly to motivational deficiencies. This hypothesis is difficult to evaluate because there is no theory of motivational deficiency. It is difficult therefore to know where to look for its effects. Motivational explana-tions were evaluated and found lacking in previous studies, 41 
'
76 so we will not elaborate here. It should be noted though that VEP estimates of neonatal contrast sensitivity and grating acuity still fall well short of the values predicted from front-end losses as plotted in Fig. 5 ; that is, whether one relies on behavioral or electrophysiological measurements of visual sensitivity, one cannot explain all the differences between neonatal and adult performance from frontend losses alone.
(2) The young visual system might sum information over smaller spatial and shorter temporal intervals than the mature system does. To understand how this would elevate threshold, consider the performance of a visual system identical to that of a neonate but with more-extensive spatial and temporal summation. Its threshold would be lower because it would be better able to use the information contained in the large, long-duration stimuli employed in infant experiments. This hypothesis is, however, inconsistent with data showing that spatial summation and temporal summation of infants are, respectively, more extensive than and similar to those of adults. 7 7 (3) Finally, there is a broad range of explanations involving intrinsic noise and neural attenuation that might explain age changes in the postreceptoral loss. Signal-to-noise ratios determine threshold performance, so any process that adds noise or reduces signal degrades performance. There are numerous possibilities, so let us simply discuss one plausible example. Several pieces of evidence imply a variety of immaturities in the visual cortex of human neonates. These include psychophysical and electrophysiological demonstrations of the delayed emergence of orientation tuning, spatial-frequency tuning, symmetric monocular optokinetic nystagmus, and more. 78 Neurophysiological investigations have found similar deficits among cortical cells in young kittens. 7 9 A consistent and striking observation is that young cortical cells respond sluggishly compared with adult cells. Their response latency, fatigability, and peak firing rate are much lower than in mature neurons. The firing rates of retinal ganglion cells, in contrast, do not differ markedly across age. 80 The peak firing rate decreases at successive sites in the geniculostriate pathway of adult cats, but the effect is more dramatic in kittens. Reduced firing rates from retina to cortex, if caused by random or nearly random dropping of spikes from one cell to the next, decrease the total number of spikes in an unpredictable way. If spike trains are Poisson distributed or nearly so, a drop in the mean number of spikes reduces the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus successive reductions in firing rate, which appear to be prominent in the immature visual system, may well have the same effect as adding intrinsic noise: they decrease signalto-noise ratios and consequently should elevate the threshold. 8 1
E. Developmental Findings Suited and Unsuited for Ideal-Observer Analyses
According to Occam's razor, scientific explanations should be sought first in terms of known quantities. We have followed this philosophy by examining the information available at the photoreceptors for making a variety of spatial and chromatic discriminations and by calculating how that information changes with age. As it turned out, the differing growth curves of vernier and grating acuities are expected from an analysis of age-related changes in the information at the photoreceptors. Thus more complicated explanations involving different growth rates among retinal and cortical mechanisms 5 may not be required. We also found that the inability of neonates to make a variety of chromatic discriminations is consistent with analyses of the information at the receptors. Consequently, explanations involving delayed development of chromatic mechanisms 5 4 are not necessary, except for mechanisms involved in tritan discriminations. 5 6 Only a subset of the spatial and chromatic tasks described in the literature on infants has been examined here. Indeed, the chosen tasks are ones in which real observers are most likely to behave in a manner similar to that of an ideal observer. This sort of analysis would be less informative for a number of other spatial and chromatic tasks. For example, spatial-frequency masking and orientation masking 8 2 occur at postreceptoral sites, so their development 7 8 would not be evident in ideal observers such as ours. As another example, increment-threshold functions follow Weber's law across a wide range of stimulus conditions.' 0 The Weber'slaw behavior is in part a manifestation of the operation of adaptation mechanisms, a factor not considered in this analysis. Consequently, an important aspect of the development of increment-threshold functions 83 is not reflected in age-related changes in front-end limitations. Finally, the sensitivity roll-off and Weber's-law behavior of the lowfrequency end of the mature CSF 84 is attributed commonly to the operation of lateral interactions among retinal network mechanisms, another factor not considered here. Thus the development of this property of the CSF
, 39
, 85 also is not manifest in ideal-observer performance.
The development of numerous spatial and chromatic capabilities, therefore, is not evident in analyses of age-related changes in the information at the photoreceptors. Nonetheless, ideal-observer analyses such as ours might still be quite helpful in the investigation of such capabilities. As pointed out by Watson, 8 6 even departures of the performance of real observers from that of the ideal observer are important clues about the structure of processing. Such departures show that human visual performance is influenced substantially by postreceptoral sites. The magnitude and the character of the departures delineate what must be explained by postreceptoral processes. Similarly, developmental changes in the departures between real and ideal performances indicate how postreceptoral contributions vary with age.
SUMMARY
We examined the contributions of preneural factors to the differences between neonatal and adult spatial and chromatic vision. Ideal observers were constructed that incorporated the optics; the ocular media; and the photoreceptor aperture, efficiency, and spacing of adult and neonatal foveas. Comparison of the performance of these ideal observers allowed us to compute the contribution of optical and receptoral immaturities to deficits in the spatial and chromatic vision of neonates. Our three main findings were as follows:
(1) Immaturities in preneural mechanisms alone (primarily reduced eye size and changes in photoreceptor morphology) predict a 1.3-log-unit decrease in contrast sensitiv-ity and a 2-octave decrease in grating acuity. Although these are substantial effects, they are smaller than the observed differences: Grating acuity for 1-month-old infants, for example, is typically 3.5-4.5 octaves lower than that for mature subjects. Therefore we conclude that preneural mechanisms account for many, but not all, of the differences between neonatal and adult contrast sensitivities and grating acuities. The remaining differences must reflect the contribution of postreceptoral mechanisms.
(2) The information loss caused by changes in preneural mechanisms reduces vernier acuity relative to grating acuity. In other words, the difference between vernier and grating acuities, which is a log unit or more in adults, can be substantially reduced by receptoral immaturities in the neonatal fovea. This finding suggests that the differing rates of development for vernier and grating acuities observed in human infants may in part reflect maturation of preneural, rather than cortical, mechanisms.
(3) The failure of young infants to make Rayleigh and neutral-point chromatic discriminations may be caused by poor visual efficiency rather than by immaturities among chromatic mechanisms per se. In addition, the improvements in these discriminations observed between the ages of 4 and 12 weeks may reflect improvements in visual efficiency rather than in chromatic mechanisms. On the other hand, the failure of young infants to make tritan discriminations may in fact be a manifestation of a tritan defect.
We have used the term postreceptoral loss to represent the age-related changes that are not explained by our analyses. Our estimates of the magnitude and the character of these losses should be useful in the construction of models of the development of postreceptoral mechanisms. fants at 0.9 log cd/M 2 . It is also inconsistent with the data for 1- 1915-1924 (1987 the two stimuli to be discriminated and of the Poisson variability associated with them. From this, it constructs a tailored linear weighting function for the specific pair of stimuli. In the case of discriminating a Gabor patch from a uniform field, it constructs a weighting function (a receptive field) that is similar to but not identical to the Gabor patch itself. A stimulus is presented, and if the summed response across the weighted receptor outputs exceeds zero, the observer guesses that the Gabor patch was presented; otherwise it guesses that the uniform field was presented. 36. With small grating patches in a contrast discrimination task, 3 3 sensitivity of the real observers is within a factor of 4 of ideal contrast sensitivity. Because ideal contrast sensitivity follows square-root law, an increase in any of these parameters (pupil area, media transmittance, etc.) by itself produces a square-root increase in sensitivity without affecting the shape of the CSF much, if at all. Outer segment efficiency and receptor aperture (which, along with receptor spacing, determines cone coverage) differ most between neonates and adults, so these parameters have by far the largest effects on the relative efficiency of the neonatal ideal observer. Two parameters, the OTF and the assumed spatial summation area, are the primary determinants of the shape of the ideal CSF. In both cases, we assumed adult values. 
